Functionalized magnetic nanoparticles for small-molecule isolation, identification, and quantification.
Functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were synthesized to serve as laser desorption/ionization elements as well as solid-phase extraction probes for simultaneous enrichment and detection of small molecules in matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) analysis. Two laser-absorbing matrices were each conjugated onto MNP to give MNP@matrix which provided high ionization efficiency and background-free detection in MS leading to unambiguous identification of target small molecules in a complex mixture. MNP@matrix was demonstrated to serve as a general matrix-free additive in MALDI-TOF MS analysis of structurally distinct small molecules. Also, MNP@matrix provides a simple, rapid, and reliable quantitative assay for small molecules by mass without either the use of an internal standard or an isotopic labeling tag. Furthermore, the affinity extraction of small molecules from complex biofluid was achieved by probe protein-conjugated MNP@matrix without laborious purification. We demonstrated that a nanoprobe-based assay is a cost-effective, rapid, and accurate platform for robotic screening of small molecules.